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The Architects Newspaper, “Artist Explores Ideology of California’s Built Environment”
May 22, 2019 Drew Zeiba "The 2019 edition is titled Paradise::Parallax, and the curators’ point
of view reflects an evolving conceptual focus that regards the history of the local environment,
and the adaptations of flora and fauna — as well as human beings and community — in
response to its hardscrabble beauty. " LINK

Artillery Magazine, “Coming: Joshua Treenial 2019” April 11, 2019 Scarlet Cheng "In the
installation ‘Object/Window/Both/Neither’ Aili Schmeltz mounts an 8-foot diameter black disc in
the rocks as a disruption in the landscape." LINK

Artillery Magazine, “Skulpturengarten; Infinitely Malleable Sculptural Practices” October
25, 2018 David DiMichele "...Schmeltz, whose large construction of wood, cardboard and tape
(Crosscut, 2011) has much more significant mass than all of the previous artists combined, and
alludes to the boxiness of late David Smith sculpture, as well as suggesting architectural
references." LINK

Art and Cake, “Aili Schemltz and Jason Manley at Jaus” July 22, 2018 Lawrence Gipe "Her
concrete “Cast Print” series travels in the trajectory started by Bruce Nauman’s 1965 castings of
the “air” beneath a chair, through Rachel Whiteread’s interior “ghosts” and Trafalgar Square
plinths of the early-2000’s (one critic refers to latter “as a sculpture that both wants to both
declare itself, and to disappear,” which feels right in the case of Schmeltz as well.)" LINK

Architectural Digest, “9 Art Galleries That Double as Airbnbs” September 4, 2018 Kelsey
Ogletree "Owner Aili Schmeltz has a triple threat at her property set on five acres in the high
desert: an exhibition gallery, an Airbnb, and her own home." LINK

Lonely Planet, “You Can Rent This Art Gallery in Mojave Desert on Airbnb” September 29,
2018 Sasha Brady "The completely renovated mid-century building is home to artist Aili
Schmeltz. Set on five acres of desert, with Joshua trees and protruding cholla all around, the
space is also an art gallery and an invitation for the larger community to interact with art, as well
as for artists to come together, share ideas and find inspiration." LINK

Palm Springs Life, “Vive La Résistance; A High Desert Exhibition is an Artistic Response
to the Border Wall” April 30, 2018 Steven Biller "Schmeltz, who divides her time between L.A.
and Yucca Valley, offers her Object/Window/Both/Neitherseries of matte black sculpture that
appears to recede as a cutout of the landscape, the negative space obscuring the figure-ground
relationship." LINK

https://www.laweekly.com/paradiseparallax-in-the-high-desert-at-the-joshua-treenial/
https://artillerymag.com/paradise-parallax/
https://artillerymag.com/skulpturengarten/
https://artandcakela.com/2018/07/22/aili-schmeltz-and-jason-manley-at-jaus/
https://www.architecturaldigest.com/story/art-gallery-airbnbs
https://www.lonelyplanet.com/articles/rent-art-gallery-airbnb
https://www.palmspringslife.com/rough-play-projects/


Artillery Magazine, “Pasadena Museum of California Art: Interstitial” July 26, 2017 Anise
Stevens "While summoning the supernatural wasn’t Schmeltz’s intention, per se, both of her
pieces spur curiosity as viewers examine her mingling of woven yarn with an array of materials
that include enamel, wood beads, oak and mirrored Formica." LINK

Range Podcast: Stories of the New American West, “Desert Love, The Original Tiny
Homes, and Joan Didion’s West” July 11, 2017 Megan Burks  (Interview) LINK

Art and Cake, “Interstitial at the Pasadena Museum of California Art; The Meaning
In-Between” April 28, 2017 Lorraine Heitzman "Looking like ambitious macramé projects gone
astray, these were inspired by psionic generators, apparatus believed to harness energy from
the eyes to encourage psychic phenomena.  Schmeltz explores these forms and melds the
quasi-scientific with handicrafts to create objects that place the possibilities of ESP within our
reach while elevating macramé from its usual domestic context into machines of our
imaginations." LINK

Juxtapoz Magazine, “The Conceptual Works of Aili Schmeltz” December 29, 2012 "Her
works are a constant process of research and response to natural events and phenomena that
captivate and serve as an impetus to weave these seemingly isolated events into a larger
contextual tale." LINK

Green Prophet: Environmental News of the Middle East, “Save the Cave Dwellers of
Cappadocia” May 22, 2012 Tafline Laylin "Gripped by a longstanding love affair with the
region, visual artist Aili Schmeltz spent last summer in the Ibrahimpasa village documenting the
homes of more than a dozen cave dwellers. She collected hours of audio footage and
thousands of images, four of which she has shared with us. Within the next year, she hopes to
arrange her work in a book that will help save this priceless heritage." LINK

Tucson Weekly, “The ‘Good Life’” May 5, 2011 Margaret Regan "Schmeltz calls her large,
carefully crafted sculptures ‘fallen monuments’ to that doomed ‘utopic philosophy’" LINK

https://artillerymag.com/pasadena-museum-california-art-interstitial/
https://podtail.com/en/podcast/range/desert-love-the-original-tiny-homes-and-joan-didio/
https://artandcakela.com/2017/04/28/interstitial-at-the-pasadena-museum-of-california-art/
https://www.juxtapoz.com/news/the-conceptual-works-of-aili-schmeltz/
https://www.greenprophet.com/2012/05/cave-dwellers-of-cappadocia/
https://www.tucsonweekly.com/tucson/the-good-life/Content?oid=2744393

